Gotta Read This

PSSST... YOUR PIANO TEACHER THINKS THIS IS THEORY is designed to get your students excited about learning theory. Unlike traditional “worksheet driven” theory books, the activities in this book are intended to be used with the music your students are actually learning in their method books; reinforcing theory concepts as they arise naturally!

PSSST... YOUR PIANO TEACHER THINKS THIS IS THEORY has been created to be used with 6-11 year olds who are already reading notes on the staff. It is divided into the following nine chapters: Dynamics, Articulation, Italian Terms, Half Steps/Whole Steps, Accidentals, Intervals, Chords, Rests and Values, and Time Signatures.

Click here to purchase Pssst... Your Piano Teacher Thinks This Is Theory
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Half Step Toes

Take off your sock and trace your right foot onto this page. Write the first note of your current piece inside your big toe. Stepping up by half steps, label each of your remaining toes (a half step higher each time).

If your pinky toe ends up labelled a note between F and B you get to put your sock on your left hand and use only your right hand for the rest of the lesson.